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Reminiscences of Past Graduates – Late 1950s

I am currently in the process of writing the History of the Physics Department (as it

was known prior to becoming a School) and, in order to give it some ‘life’ and added

interest, I have been asking past graduates to reminisce over their own experiences

from earlier days.  The following includes extracts from three of the contributions.

Although X-ray-based research had started in the Department as early as 1928, it was

only after WWII that there was a significant growth in the number of other research

projects.  This occurred as the number of staff interested in research increased.  By the

1950s there were about 6 to 8 such staff and research projects blossomed.

‘I came to the project [the construction of a Soft X-ray Spectrometer by

Sydney Williams with PhD student Peter Fisher] when the carcass and

vacuum chambers of the spectrometer were built, but needed very delicate

alignment. … John Swan with Honours student Cedric Powell was

building an electrostatic electron spectrometer, Lloyd Lucas with PhD

student Peter Sewell and Honours student Jim Chute was building an

electron diffraction camera, and Peter Jeffery with Honours student Bruce

Kendall was building a new mass spectrometer.  All these were also being

constructed from scratch within the department and there was a daily and

rewarding tea break swapping of ideas and solving of problems between

the groups.’        Severin Crisp, PhD 1962.

The Department in those days was housed in the original Physics/Chemistry building

at Crawley, now occupied by Geology/Geography (see picture taken just after

construction in 1935).

Whilst my preliminary investigations show MSc degrees being undertaken in the

Department from 1933 onwards, it was in the 1950s that the number of PhD

enrolments became significant.  Before 1960 only three PhDs in Physics had been

awarded at UWA.  Hence one reminiscence:

‘The PhD program at UWA was relatively new (in 1956) and there were

very few examples of students who had received their degrees, or of theses

that we could review for guidance.  Big questions in my mind at that time,
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and ones that came up often in our teatime discussions, were “how much

work was actually needed for a PhD?” and “what type of work (instrument

design and construction, research results, etc.) would be judged

satisfactory by our external examiners?”.’      Cedric Powell, PhD 1962.

In the earliest days the standard procedure was for each staff member to choose a

research field and he would have with him one or perhaps two PhD students and one

Honours student.  Usually there would only be one major item of equipment (e.g. an

electron diffraction camera or mass spectrometer) and this would generally be being

built in-house: large parts by the workshop and smaller parts and the electronics by

the students, who had access to the student workshop.  Moreover it was usually

designed, as well as built, by the staff member and students using information gleaned

from reading journal articles, particularly those in the Journal of Scientific

Instruments.  Each project (the large X-ray group excepted) was allocated one room

only.

‘Most of my graduate research years were spent in the basement designing

and building the Electron Diffraction apparatus under the direction of

Lloyd Lucas.  It all started in a bare room which was gradually filled to

contain an enormous 100kV power supply and finally the electron

diffraction column and associated vacuum tube electronics.  The HV

power supply was a converted Siemens 150kV Deep Therapy X-ray

System which scared the hell out of me in the early days. Much time was

spent in the photographic dark room (under the steps to the basement)

developing hundreds of glass plates containing diffraction patterns.’

Peter Sewell, PhD 1963.

Money for research was unbelievably scarce, which is what necessitated so much of

this do-it-yourself construction.  In fact, most PhDs consisted of three full years of

building equipment followed by one frantic year of trying to get sufficient results

whilst just keeping the equipment working.

‘There was a great spirit of camaraderie in the department between PhD

and Honours students, technical and academic staff and a communal

sharing of scarce test equipment.  There were two AVO meters, … a single

vacuum tube voltmeter, a single pulse generator and one oscilloscope

capable of viewing random pulses: these latter two required two people to

move them from room to room.’       Severin Crisp.

These conditions certainly bred a strong cohort of young physicists, many of whom

would show exceptional skills in equipment building throughout their professional

lives.

‘As I look back, I think we research students were very conscious of our

isolation from the rest of the world (Adelaide was the nearest Physics

Department with research activities).  There was, of course, no email or

internet.  Telephones were not available to research students, and in any

case interstate calls (let alone calls to other countries) were prohibitively

expensive.  We therefore had to solve our own problems (with apparatus

or with interpretation of results) either by ourselves or by discussions,
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perhaps with our advisers and particularly with our fellow students.  It was

very easy at morning or afternoon teatime to ask questions about a range

of issues, from leak-checking a vacuum system to designing different

types of electronics and then getting them to work.’    Cedric Powell.

We see from the above that the tea breaks took on a very different role to those of

today, where research groups have become so big that they are almost self-sufficient.

‘All in all, the small number of early graduate students had great

camaraderie and had regular contact in the ‘lunch room’ in the basement

adjacent to the E.D. Laboratory.  Some of us spent many a pleasant Friday

evening at Steve’s and a Group photo from about 1955/6 is attached. From

left to right around the table are: Lindsay Allen, Glen Robertson, Dave

Henshaw, Sev Crisp, Bill Macklin, ‘Roger’ (hair only), Peter Jeffery and

Marjorie Sewell.  Marje, a working girl with a car, was a great asset and I

believe we were married when this was taken.   I’m sorry now that I didn’t

take more photographs.’       Peter Sewell.

Sometimes careers can be influenced by the ‘fickle finger of fate’:

‘It was during this period I became interested in Xerography as a result of

work on X-ray Xerography under Bill Norgard at the Royal Perth Hospital.

The first paper I ever had published as a sole author was on “Electron

Image Recording by Xerography”.  I applied for a job at the Haloid

Corporation where similar work was being done but due to hard times they

were not expanding their R&D lab.  Alas, within a couple of years they

went on to become the Xerox Corporation!   To think I might have been

there at the beginning of the fastest corporate expansion in American

history.’        Peter Sewell.

Despite this, Peter went on to do research overseas, highlighted by his exceptional

ability to innovate and design equipment for cutting-edge research.  Even now, in

retirement, he continues to maintain a small business specialising in custom design of

intricate commercial and scientific research equipment components, in Canada.
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I will conclude with one reminiscence on lecturing, which incidentally highlights the

powerful influence of lecture demonstrations on students’ memories.

‘As a student I started in the original Physics building in the final year of

Professor Ross [1952].  He adhered rigidly to the tradition that the

Professor should always lecture to the first year class, which he duly did,

delivering the mechanics lectures, which featured his gyroscope

demonstrations, really spectacular and punctuated by well-worn jokes.  It

was reputed that his lecture notes had annotations of “joke here” at the

appropriate spots.’       Severin Crisp.

I have already collected a considerable amount of historical information about the

early development of the Department from 1913 to 1963.  This is available on the

School’s website.  Just go to:  www.physics.uwa.edu.au/about/the_school/history  If

you are a past graduate from before about 1990, I would be pleased to hear from you

with any historical or anecdotal information.  If you are younger than this, just

remember, ‘What you do today is the history of tomorrow’.

John L. Robins, PhD 1962.
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